I was a six-day-a-week runner back in the ’80s when I decided to do a triathlon, which meant I had to add swimming and cycling workouts to my routine. My training partner, Scott Murr, and I headed out for workout after workout after workout—and quickly hit a training wall. Something had to give, so we did the unthinkable: We ran less. Then came a surprise. My fitness level improved, and despite what conventional wisdom said (run less = slower 10K), our race times stayed fast.

We were amazed; our experience defied what runners—and researchers, including ourselves—had long believed: that more was better. Scott had recently completed an exercise science degree at Furman University in Greenville, South Carolina, where I was a professor in the health and exercise science department. Our training runs naturally turned into conversations about exercise theory and principles. Before long, we began developing a scientific approach to our new regimen. Since runs were limited, each one had to count, so we played with pace and distance for speed, tempo, and long runs. On off days, we cycled, rowed, and swam, all to answer the question, “What other types of aerobic exercise best complement running?” Eventually, we had the foundation of our program: three quality runs done at prescribed paces coupled with two cross-training days.

In 2003, we, along with Ray Moss, Ph.D., and exercise specialist Mickey McCauley, established the Furman Institute of Running and Scientific Training (FIRST) and started to test our program with real runners—fast, slow, male, female, young, old, novice, and veteran. For the next three years, scores of runners came to Greenville for fitness testing but did the program on their own. We also wanted to find out if the program would work in the real world where runners would have to find a track, measure courses for tempo and long runs, and hold specific paces for key workouts. Over 16 weeks of training, 100 percent of the runners improved their fitness and 70 percent ran a personal best marathon. (See “The Less-Is-More Marathon Plan,” RW, August 2005.)

Over the past two years, more than 1,000 runners have written to FIRST, many of them reporting on how much time they’ve shaved off their personal records. We’ve heard from all types of runners, from five-hour and sub-three-hour marathoners to those preparing for their
first 5-K. Their comments, however, haven't been limited to performance: “I'm 57 with two kids and a busy profession; your program fits my life,” “I never felt worn out,” and “I didn’t experience a hint of injury.” That's because three days of focused running combined with cross-training limits overtraining and burnout, and substantially cuts the risk of injury. It's also efficient and flexible, allowing runners to meet their goals without sacrificing job, health, family, and friends. It can help you, too, whether you want to race your best 5-K or 10-K, half or full marathon, or simply become a fitter, stronger runner.

The Power of Three
Many runners' conversations begin with “How many runs did you do this week?” and “How many miles did you run?” These questions neglect the importance of intensity—the pace of each workout. The FIRST plan, however, favors intensity over frequency, quality over quantity, fast running over the accumulation of mileage. Why? Because the higher the intensity, the greater the return.

For PR-chasing runners, this translates into the training principle of specificity: If you want to run fast, you have to train fast. But if speed isn't your goal, hard workouts still matter because the benefits of moderate-intensity exercise are magnified with higher-intensity workouts. Your caloric expenditure is greater, which contributes to weight control, and your body's ability to utilize fat increases, which translates into greater endurance. Plus, the single best predictor of longevity is maximal aerobic capacity; and the single best way to improve your aerobic capacity is to train with intensity.

FIRST tailors its intensity to runners with three weekly runs—track repeats, tempo, and the long run. Together they improve the primary predictors of running performance: VO2 max, lactate metabolism, and running economy. That is, speed, the ability to sustain speed, and endurance.

All three workouts improve these variables, but each targets something other than others. Intervals improve speed by increasing VO2 max (the body's ability to produce energy using oxygen), and running economy (the amount of oxygen being consumed at a given speed). Tempo runs, also called lactate-threshold (LT) workouts, teach your body to run faster
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